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DISCUSSION SUMMARY 

 

This small dinner discussion used Israel, Egypt, and Jordan as case studies to examine the critical and evolving 

linkage between energy resource development in the Eastern Mediterranean and economic growth.  The 

conversation was set within the broader context of the rapidly changing security landscape in the Middle East and 

the opportunities that it presents for deeper cooperation between historically unlikely allies across the region.  The 

conversation also gave great attention to the importance of American leadership as a key ingredient for fostering 

stability, investment, and growth in the Middle East at this time. 

 

Key points of consensus 

 

 All elements of Israel’s economic growth plan, export targets, and broader high-technology sector depend 

on guaranteed access to stable and plentiful energy resources over the long term.  The Tamar and 

Leviathan reserves present the clearest and most compelling opportunities to meet Israel’s growth 

agenda.  While Israel’s vision for those reserves has been strategic for the long term, it has failed in the 

short term.  Israel has recognized this misstep and is in the process of executing a course correction which 

key leaders and stakeholders expect to go smoothly in the coming months.  

 

 Participants agreed that it is important to study the missteps in the Israeli experience in order to maximize 

and streamline the potential economic impact of the development of Leviathan on countries such as 

Egypt, Jordan, and Cyprus by identifying best practices.  Governments have the capability of moving more 

quickly than is traditionally expected when opportunities of clear national interest manifest themselves. 

 

 The timeline of opportunity in the Eastern Mediterranean is of critical importance in matching energy 

supply with demand over the long term.  There was wide agreement among participants that the 

resolution of structural challenges facing the development of the Leviathan reserve must be approached 

with considerable urgency given the closing window of opportunity facing large capital investment in the 

global oil and gas industry more broadly.  Participants from regional governments indicated the 

importance of sending positive signals to private sector investors. 

 

 American leadership in this time of uncertainty in the Middle East is critical for ensuring stability, 

reassuring allies, and creating a positive environment for private sector investment more broadly.  The 

United States must play a larger and more visible role in driving the emerging opportunities in geopolitics 

and energy that are created by the region’s new strategic environment.  The absence of American 

leadership will only exacerbate public sector anxieties leading to volatility in energy markets. 
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